
Sativa Feel Good® tincture Feel like getting in the mood? Ready for an enjoyable party 
night, or a great snowboard session, or just want to have a good day? Our Sativa Feel 
Good® tincture might be for you. We use organic food grade ethanol and glycerin for fast 
and efficient absorption. Studies show that 20% more THC will enter your system with 
ethanol vs oil based methods. Feel the difference!  

CBD Heal® tincture Lately I've been waking up at 3am with a little insomnia so this tincture 
has been my favorite. One dropper full gives my mind and body what it needs to fall back to a 
deep and comfortable sleep. Anti-inflammatory? Yes. Pain relief? You bet! One of the great 
benefits of a regulated industry is that we can use real cannabis sensimilla CBD flowers and 
not have to get it from hemp seeds and stalks. You can definitely feel the difference. This 
alcohol based CBD tincture is true medicine. Be well.  

Our Indica Relax® tincture Need to relax a bit and want a really deep full breath kind of 
relax? Are you a bit anxious or too wound up in the evenings? Want to enjoy some chill time 
while you walk your dog? Our Indica Relax® tincture might be for you. We use organic food 
grade ethanol and glycerin for fast and efficient absorption. Did you know tincture, by 
definition, is alcohol based? Studies show that 20% more THC will enter your system with 
ethanol vs oil based methods. Why waste the weed?  

Sativa Ganja Doses® These fun 1g cubes are great. All organic and minimal ingredients. 
Toss them in your mole, use them for chocolate chip cookies, let one or 3 or all 20 melt in 
your mouth and feel the effects of Sativa Ganja Doses®. What does it feel like? It feels 
awesome  

Indica Ganja Doses® These fun 1g cubes are reeeelaxing. All organic and minimal 
ingredients. Toss them in your ice cream, complement your cup of chamomile tea, let one or 
3 or all 20 melt in your mouth and feel the effects of Indica Ganja Doses®. What does that 
effect feel like? It feels nice  

CBD Ganja Doses® Wow! These are awesome. We perform our own infusions using cocoa 
butter. Full plant infusion allows so much more of the plant to be incorporated into the 
chocolate than simply adding distillate to pre-made chocolate (tho we love distillate for dabs 
and vapes;) You can taste the ganja in these CBD Ganja Doses® and that is a good thing. 
Our 1THC:2CBD ratio allows all of the CBD benefits with just a little mental confirmation that 
these doses are working . 
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